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in july 2008, microsoft's official website revealed the real version of media player 12, and was
released on august 20, 2008, replacing the unofficial version of version 11.5 on the same day.

version 12 continued to offer most of the features of version 11. the changes are slightly different
than those of the official version. the official version has a similar skin to the windows version, and

not the unofficial version. it includes a subscription to the online windows media library, and is
capable of using the internet download accelerator download helper. version 12 also features the

ability to stream music to windows media center, which was only available in a separate service for
previous versions of media player. the interface for the playback controls was updated, with the

music library moving to the bottom of the screen and the hardware buttons being used for playback
controls. it has an updated data visualization, which includes a new visualizer for youtube. this

version also includes an "optimized" mode to balance battery life. this mode appears to consume
less battery when the player is minimized or in the background, but may not be able to play certain
types of media. as of september 30, 2009, this version has the ability to play back video files from
sites other than youtube. windows media player version 12.0 was released on september 24, 2009.

new features in this release include a feature called "movies anywhere" for managing content across
multiple devices. it allows users to watch movies and tv shows from multiple sources, such as rented

or purchased movies on dvd, downloaded video from a pc and digital video from a tv. a play to
feature also allows users to watch rented movies on their tvs.
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- intellectual property rights, in particular the copyright of musical compositions, are protected with
copyright law. this includes the right of everyone to share copyrighted works, which can be done by
making copies of such works. in the music business this is achieved by selling the works, either as

digital downloads, physical albums, or cds. - rights to the compositions (such as the publishing
rights) are also protected. this can be done under contract with the creators of the compositions. this

is normally done by making arrangements with companies that own the copyrights for the
compositions. media content often includes text. for example, even if it's text-only, the lyrics to a
song are often protected by copyright. the text of a song is also protected by the copyright of the
musician, the songwriter, the composer, or the author. [21] hence, the rights of the writers of the

songs must also be protected by copyright laws. however, the use of the media must also be allowed
by the creator of the media. the media creator might be the singer or the label they are signed to, or
the author of the book or the publisher they are signed to. in the music industry, this is often done
by licensing the use of the copyrighted media. this is sometimes done through a business which

monitors and maintains copyrights for its clients. there are hundreds of such companies who can be
found on the internet. [21] the music industry is just one example in which media creators grant

rights to other parties to create and sell songs or movies. in the book industry, it is often the
publisher of a book that grants the author rights to their work to be published. in the movie industry,

it is usually the film maker that grants the composer the rights to their song in a movie. these are
only a few examples of the many uses of copyrights. 5ec8ef588b
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